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1. Workflow Overview
Auto SC is designed for body shop users in the car refinish business, providing a fast solution that enables
Search & Correction of solid and effect paints for the repair of damaged vehicles.

The Auto SC web app supports job measurements sent via Wi-Fi from the MA-3, MA-5 and MA-T5 devices.
Jobs can also be sent through USB connection to a PC using the Bridge app for the same devices and the MA91.
The Bridge app is also used to configure the Wi-Fi connection for the device.
Search, recipe correction and selection of best recipe candidate is accessed in the Auto SC app through a
Google Chrome or Microsoft Edge browser.
Paint recipes can be printed or sent to dispense or weigh.
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2. Connecting and Configuring your Device
Before you can send job measurements you must configure your device with a web site location.
1. Install the “X-Rite Bridge App” on your
Windows PC.
The application is set to run when you start your
system. You can find the icon in your tool bar
system tray. The application window will also open
when you connect a device.
2. Enter the server URL in the Configuration tab.
By default this will contain the URL for the
X-Rite Cloud Measurement service:
https://72pd4a1xac.execute-api.us-east1.amazonaws.com/prod/measurements
3. Connect your device and it will be
automatically configured with the specified
URL.

3. Sending a Measured Job through the Bridge App
1. Plug your MA-3, MA-5, MA-T5 or MA91 via USB to your PC that has the Bridge app loaded.
2. Go to the Jobs tab where you find all the jobs
currently stored in your device. The time to
load depends on how many jobs you have
stored.
3. Select the jobs that you wish to send, they can
be selected by using Shift and Ctrl with your
mouse to highlight one or multiple jobs.
4. Click Send Jobs.
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4. Sending a Measured Job via Wi-Fi
For devices with Wi-Fi capability (MA-3, MA-5 and MA-T5) measured jobs can be sent directly from
the device to the web application.
1. Configure your device as described in section 2.
2. Connect your device to a Wi-Fi network (refer to the user guide of your
device for further instruction).
3. Select a job or all jobs and click the cloud button
measurements.

to send

5. Login into the web application
1. Open your Google ChromeTM or Microsoft EdgeTM browser and navigate to the web application.
Your paint brand specific URL will have been provided to you.
2. Enter your registered Email and
Password. If required these can be
obtained from your paint brand.
Note: The application can be opened on
any device supporting Google Chrome
running version 80.0.x.x or Microsoft Edge
44.18.x, or newer.
On smaller screens such as mobile
phones, the layout is modified to improve
readability.
Your account can be configured for different user levels, which will determine the features and
functions available to the individual user:
•
•
•

Admin (Paint Company) – highest user level, allowing full access to configuration settings.
Local Admin (Bodyshop Admin) – mid level, allowing basic configuration settings that affect
only local users.
User (Bodyshop User) – lowest level, no access to configuration settings.
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6. Selecting a Measured Job & Setting up a Filtered Search
The Search section enables you to pick previously measured jobs, apply filters and start a search.
1. Select the “Paint Line” from the drop-down menu.
2. Select your device serial number.
Note: Entries can be selected by scrolling through the list. You can also
enter a few characters to shorten the list.
3. Select the job you wish to work on. The name of the job matches
what was stored and sent from the device. If no name was entered on
the device a date and time of the measurement is automatically
saved.
Note: The Yellow Star indicates this job has been worked on previously
and has been saved with a preferred recipe.

After selecting a job, you can apply filters to help narrow your search
results.
Note: The filters displayed depend on the paint database and will be
different to those displayed in this example.
You can choose to apply a filter or proceed without.
Note: If you apply too many filters, you may not find any matching search
results.
Filters can be helpful if you wish to restrict to a specific car brand, paint
type (i.e. solid, metallic, pearl), or to a flake size/texture.

4. When you have selected your job and chosen your filters, click the
Search button.
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7. Search & Correction Results
Results are displayed and ranked based on the best color match, which are shown for the “Original”
and “Corrected” recipes. The predicted quality for each recipe is highlighted:
•
•
•

Green = Good
Yellow = Satisfactory
Orange / Red = Caution / Warning

Two numbers are displayed in each
highlighted box, in this example 0.4 / 25
The first number “0.4” represents how
close the color match is across the angles
as a Delta E score. The smaller the value
the better.
The second number “25” represents how
well the spectral shape of job and recipe
fit, this is an indication if the correct
pigments are in your recipe, (Shape Fit,
the smaller the number the better).

Filters and categories displayed depend on the paint database used. It is possible to change the
ranking order by clicking on the category header. You can also Search / Filter by entering text in the
search box.
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8. Selecting the Best Recipe Candidate
By selecting a recipe candidate, additional information is displayed for either the “Original” or
“Corrected” recipe. Switch between them by selecting Original / Corrected.
Use the color swatch gradient view, Delta E, Spectral graph and LabCh tables that provide more
detail to make your final recipe choice.
Save your preferred recipe by clicking the star icon.
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9. Print and Output your Recipe
Set the quantity and units of measure required.

Recipes can be:
Output to scales or dispensers (see how to setup file types in configuration)
Printed with option of Full Report or Label
Saved as a .json file for communication with other systems
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10.Texture Functions for MA-T5 users
The MA-T5 has added ability to measure and send texture images to the web service. This enables
closer inspection of sample and recipe to ensure the correct effect pigments (e.g. metallic, pearl,
colorstream, xirallic, mica) are selected.
When either a measured job or a paint database contains image data this will be displayed after
selecting a recipe.

Images for each angle can be displayed and compared by selecting from the drop-down list.
Sparkle Grade values are displayed for the specular angles. Matching these values helps to
determine if your recipe contains the correct type, size and concentration of effect pigments.
Coarseness values are displayed for the 15d (diffuse) angle. Matching these values helps determine
if your recipe contains the correct size and concentration of effect pigments.
Clicking on a texture patch opens an enlarged view, allowing closer inspection of pigment particles.
Note: It is not possible to display an image for the “Corrected” recipe, as this does not have an image
associated with it. The image from the “Original” recipe is displayed.
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11.Configuration, Web Site and User settings
Access to the Configuration options is dependent on your user account access levels.

Access the Configuration settings through the user icon

The Theme section allows you to:
•
•

•
•
•

Choose the color scheme
Select a logo
Note: .png files with transparent backgrounds are most
effective
Name the App and Browser window
Define a link to help page (this maybe X-Rite or your custom
help documents or videos).
After making edits, click Submit to save changes

The Engine Configuration determines how recipes will be
generated and sorted.
Consult an X-Rite applications specialist to help determine the
best settings for your needs.
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Use the Database function to upload “.bcsqlite” files.
Administrators can use this function to update databases
using the web application.

In the Dispensers section, you can configure different file
outputs using the “.rfo” template format.
The “.rfo” template is a flexible solution that allows users
to format output files that are compatible with weight
scales and dispensers.

Use Prices to set up pricing for ingredients within each
paint line.
Note: Administrators can set default pricing that is
populated to all users. Local administrators can only
modify pricing locally for the body shop users.

Use Log File to output reports showing activity and
errors, assisting in bug diagnosis.
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